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SCREED / the project
The beauty of imperfection
Wabi-Sabi stands for the broad
Japanese perspective of
aesthetics based on transience
which is still very much alive in
modern architecture.
It describes beauty as imperfect,
impermanent and incomplete.
It is the expression of simplicity
and humility, and it is related
directly to the 3 basic Buddhist
principles of existence having its
roots in Zen:

•
•
•

rustic simplicity
freshness
tranquility

SCREED / the project
The human touch,
one of a kind
The flavor of a hand-made
product that is in fact indeed
partially hand made.
The human being is playing a
decisive role in defining the
product by adding his touch to a
state of the art machine
spreading and troweling rubber
powders on a raw rubber sheet.
A product that marks a rehumanization of the industrial
process where our skilled
workers perform one-of-a-kind
products each time to avoid the
evenness of mass production.

SCREED / the project
Colour range
The simple but sophisticated look in 6
“achromatic" shades is subtle enough
to match with virtually everything, but
at the same time visible enough to
characterize an environment.

The product comes as a standard in 3
mm with PRO coating:
in rolls of 1,90 by 10 m
in tiles 610x 610 cm

SCREED / the project
How we do it
We spread rubber powder in a
slightly contrasting color on a
solid sheet of raw rubber.

We mechanically trowel it on
the production line.
Our skilled workers give a final
touch to remove excess before
the product gets into the
vulcanizing machine.
A solid and thick coating layer is
then applied to protect the
product and to give the
required ease of maintenance.

SCREED / ecologic content
Natural

60-65%

Rapidly Renewable

10%
( within the 60%)

Post industrial

3%

Environmentally friendly
Natural rubber, fibres and vegetable oils: Screed is the result of a
composition of natural and renewable materials that guarantee
resistance, long life and elasticity whilst featuring a high ecological
content and fully respecting the environment.
On the finished 3mm Screed can claim:

· Natural : abundant natural minerals + rapidly renewable content
· Rapidly renewable: natural rubber, vegetal fibres, vegetal oils.
· Post industrial: in-process recycling of production scraps

SCREED / ecologic content

The Bottom Layer: for all colors we use the warm grey of Kayar K103 with inclusion of coconut fibres which are
clearly visible.
Bottom Layer includes natural rubber, vegetal fibers, vegetal oils

Top Layer includes

natural rubber

Furthermore, Screed is:
· 100% recyclable
· Produced using green energy from solar source (10% of the energy we use comes from our photovoltaic roof)
· Low life cycle cost (low maintenance)

SCREED / ecologic content

Eco labels and Voc emissions

Greenguard
We have it

Blaue Engel
In progress

✔

✔

Finnish M1
Certified

✔

Class A+ France
Complies

AgBB Germany
Complies
Starting the process
for DIBT approval

✔

✔ +

LEED
Access to one point
10% rapidly renewable
content
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